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Abstrac t
Two popular models for hadroni c structur e are bags and strings .
Both involve analogi es with superco nductiv ity.

We claim that the

most appropr iate analogi es are type I superco nductor s for bags and
type II superco nductor s for strings .

The structu res of hadrons is

somewha t differe nt for the two situatio ns.

In princip le, and in

practice in the real world, it is the similar ities which are most
importa nt.

These include linear confinin g potenti als, linearly

rising Regge trajecto ries and short distance Coulomb potenti als.
These are all generic propert ies of bound states in a superco nductor
and the main distinc tions between bags and strings is under what
circums tances these limiting behavio rs set in.

1.

Introduction

Despite the intractability of the confinement problem in QCD
several, QCD inspired, models for hadrons have proven useful.
Prominent among these are string IlJ and bag models [2].

In

pristine form these two descriptions are extremely different.

One

has quarks bound together by a string whose thickness, if not
actually infinitesimal, is much smaller than the separation between
the quarks.

The meson is a one dimensional system characterized

by the string tension ~
~na

In the bag picture quarks are con-

fined inside a spherical bubble of perturbative medium embedded in
a non-perturbative vacuum.

Hadrons are three dimensional systems

characterized by a uniform bag pressure B.
At first blush these models are vastly different and it is
surprising that adherents of these competing descriptions invoke
the same imagery of superconductivity for motivation, justification
and productive insight.

How can two such diverse pictures emerge

from the same physical analog system?

It is our purpose to answer

this question and to clarify the similarities, parallels and
distinctions between bags and strings.
The general analogy with superconductivity is valid and immediately implies strong similarities between bags and strings.

We

understand their distinction as being related to the differences
between type I and type II superconductors.

Bags find their

natural habitat in type I media while strings exist most comfortably
in type II.
The most dramatic distinctions between types I and II superconductors arise in their bulk properties [3].
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For our purposes

a more

m~croscopic,

or local, distin ction is releva nt.

At the

interfa ce betwee n a normal metal and a superc onduct or a surfac e
develo ps.

The energy associ ated with this surfac e is positiv e

for type I, and negativ e for type II.

Herein lies the clue for a

discrim ination betwee n bags and string s.

A monopo le anti-m onopol e

Unm) embedd ed in a superc onduct or will form a normal fissure in the
superc onduct or and compro mise a bound state of confin ed monop oles.
(In this paper we will always deal with a U(l) superc onduct or and
so our discus sion concer ns itself with bag and string models for
monopo le confine ment in electr ic superc onduct ors.

The analog y

with colore d quark confine ment in a chromo magnet ic superc onduct ing
vacuum [4] is immed iate and direct even if incomp lete.
refer to confin ed

mm

system s as hadron s).

If our

mm

We shall

pair finds

itself in a type I superc onduct or the positiv e surfac e tensio n will
tend to make the fissure spheri cal and will produc e a three
dimens ional, almost spheri cal bag.

If, on the other hand, the mm is

in a type II superc onduct or the negativ e surfac e energy will cause
the config uration to minimi ze total energy by maxim izing surfac e.
A string , which is all surfac e, develo ps.

A more refine d, less

intuiti ve, but more quanti tative argume nt will be given in Sectio n
III which is based on a discus sion of vortex solutio ns in Higgs
Ginzbu rg Landau theory presen ted in Sectio n II.

We shall contin ue

our heuris tic discus sion in Sectio n I and summa rize in Sectio n IV.
Having , starkl y, disting uished betwee n the two models for
hadron s we hasten to remind the reader that realis tic bag and string
models have strong simila rities.

The most celebr ated of these are

the appear ance [5] in bag models , in suitab le limits , of linear ly
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pote ntia ls,
risin g Regg e traje ctor ies and line ar conf ining
have finit e
arch typi cal strin g prop ertie s. Phys ical strin gs
this widt h, the
widt h. When the mm sepa ratio n is comp arabl e to
smal l sepa ratio n
pote ntia l will not be line ar (for suff icien tly
thre e dime nsion al.
it must be Coul ombi c) and the geom etry will be
The hadr on will resem ble a smal l bag.
ors of type
Anal ogou sly the disti ncti ons betw een supe rcon duct
. It is a comm on
I and II becom es blur red unde r some circu msta nces
v exis t only in
misp erce ption that the vort ex line s of Abri koso
quan tizat ion and the
type II supe rcon duct ors. This is false . Flux
duct or is a topexis tenc e of a stab le vort ex line in a supe rcon
rcon duct or. The
olog ical prop erty whic h is the same for any supe
le sing le vorte x
Ginz burg -Lan dau equa tions will alwa ys have a stab
or type II regim e.
solu tion whet her its para mete rs are in type I
y well esta blish ed
The exis tenc e of type I vort ices is expe rime ntall
and II supe rcon duct ors
[5]. The strik ing diffe renc es betw een type s I
ions betw een
is evid ent in the dram atica lly diffe rent inte ract
stru ctur e (see III)
vort ices and to a less er exte nt in the vorte x
vort ices attra ct,
in the two spec ies of supe rcon duct ors. Type I
our abov e rema rks
type II vort ices repe l. This is cons isten t with
In larg e magn etic field s with very many vort ex
on surfa ce ener gy.
bulk , macr osco pic
unit s the type I vort ices will coal esce into a
into very many
field whil e the type II vort ices rema in sepa rated
This acco unts for the diffe rent
vort ices with micr osco pic field s.
in micr osco pic
bulk beha vior of type I and type II. By cont rast
are more evid ent
field s of one or two flux unit s the simi larit ies
than the diffe renc es.
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Hadrons contain one unit of flux and we therefore expect individual hadrons to be somewhat insensitiv e to the type I or type
II nature of their surroundi ng supercond ucting vacuum medium.

If

the rnrn pair are widely separated they will be connected by a flux
tube which is the distinctiv e, character istic container for magnetic field lines in any supercond ucting medium.

Linearly rising

Regge trajector ies and linear confining potential s are thus intrinsic propertie s of hadrons existing in a supercond ucting vacuum.
What distingui shes between type I and type II is the limits under
which such behavior breaks down.

For

an ideal string

(0 thickness ) they will be true always, whereas for bags they will
be true only beyond some minimal monopole separatio n.
perimenta l validity of

The ex-

asymptoti c flux tube behavior is direct

evidence for the supercond ucting nature of the QCD vacuum.

Sim-

ilarly, except for zero width strings, when the miii are brought
close enough together they will "forget" that they are in a superconductor and interact through a Coulomb potential .
In passing we remark that interestin g differenc es in bulk
hadronic matter should be manifest between type I and II.

This

should be relevant in the transitio n from nuclear matter to a
quark-glu on plasma.
In summary, the distinctio n between bags and strings is related to the distinctio n between type I and type II supercond uctors.
In "idealized " models the distinctio ns are sharp.

In the real

world it is the similarit ies which are more apparent.

The beautiful

and overwhelm ing evidence for linearly rising Regge trajector ies
and the almost universal acceptanc e of linear confining potential s
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with short range Coulomb parts are strong evidenc e for the superconduct ing nature of the QCD vacuum.

These propert ies are in-

trinsic to both types of superco nductor s and are generic results
The two models will differ in their

in both bag and string models.

deviatio ns from these charact eristic propert ies.
Vortex Lines in Higgs-G inzburg Landau Theory

II.

The Ginzburg -Landau equatio ns describ ing a superco nductor are
well-kno wn to particle physici sts, in their relativ istic generaliza tion, as the Higgs model.
(2 .1)

(2. 2)

The standard Higgs mechanis m applica tion highlig hts the
appearan ce of two massive particle s. The vector particle has mass
2
2
2 2
2
my=2e ¢ , and the scalar has mass ffia=4g¢ 0 • Ginzbur g-Landa u theory
0

highlig hts two lengths which are the inverse of the above masses.
The London penetra tion depth AL=l/my measure s how sharply magnetic fields die

off in superco nductor s while

~GL=l/ffia

measure s

the distance over which superco nductiv ity becomes establis hed.

An

importa nt dimensi onless paramet er is KGL the ratio of these lengths .
We collect the above relation s in (2.3)
2

my=

1

>-2
L

( 2. 3)

In this section we are interest ed in the static finite energy
solution s of the equation s of motion which follow from (2.1).
-6-

We

follow the notation of [7].

We expect these solutions to be

In cylindrical coordinates (z,p,a), Coulomb gauge

vortex lines.

V·A=O, with A0 =0, the static equations of motion read

-i$*~$

2
2
2
tv -2e j$j JA =
2
tv-ieAl $ =
choose

A tp, aJ

2
2g$<l$l -$~l

.

( 2. 4)

$ tp, a l

= a ·Atpl

(2. 5)

with
n
A(p) = -[1-F
(p)]

(2. 6)

ep

so

~ ~p[pA(p)]

=

~-

n

ep

F' (p l

(2. 7)

The integer n will turn out to be the number of flux quanta conFinally the equations of motion read

tained in the vortex.

$" + 1.:.
p

-

(2. 8)

Since our primary objective is a semi-quantit ative analysis
of the important features of the vortices and not detailed numerical
profiles the strategy we adopt is a variational approach rather
than a direct solution of (2.8).

The energy per unit length of

the static solutions is
(2. 9)

The test functions for F and $ should be consistent with
the flux quantization condition
2"TT

I:

pdp

s (p)

=

2"TTn
e

or F(O)
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=

1

(2.10)

and the boundary conditions imposed by (2.8)

p+O
{2 .11)

p+O
and
F(oo)

= B(oo)

=

0

Hoo)

=

( 2 .12)

~0

The test functions we employ consistent with the general form discussed above are
F (p) = l-p2/:>.2

p<;>.

= 0

p>:>.

$(p) = ~0 (p/~l

n

p<~

(2.13)

p>~

= ~0

This choice makes the math tractable and the physics transparent.

The parameter :>. is obviously related to the London penetration

depth and gives the distance over which the magnetic fields extend
-

in the superconduct or (see Fig. 1).

The parameter

~

(Fig. 2) is

obviously related to the Ginzburg-Lan dau coherence length and
measures the distance necessary for the superconduct ing state to
restore itself from the "normal" state present at p=O.
Minimization of (2.9) involves competition between a) the
second and last terms which want

~=~

0,

F=O; b) the boundary

conditions (2.11); and c) the derivatives which want changes in
F and
and

~

~

to be gradual.

It is intuitively clear that functions F

with qualitative similarities to (2.13) exist which will

perform this minimization .

The existence of a solution is in-

dependent of the values of g and e
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and hence the type of superconduct or.

The Ansatz (2.13) is a mild caricatur e of the true solution.
A and ;,and hence the propertie s of the vortex,ar e ·obtained by
minimizin g the action with respect to A and ;.

Qualitati vely

different behavior arises depending on whether A is smaller or
larger than ;.

This correspon ds to the differenc e between type
For type I

I and type II supercond uctors.

E

= n~~(l+<l¥> 1 1 3 )

(A<;) we find, for n=l,

(2.14)

e

with
2
(~)1/3
g

;2 =

1

g~2

(2.15)

0

With n>l the expressio ns become more complicat ed but simplify for
n>>l

(2.16)

;2

(2 .17)

For type II (A>;)

(2.18)
In the extreme limit A>>;

(2.19)
while E, for n>l, A>>;, becomes
(2. 20)

a well-know n result in the theory of type II supercond uctors [3].
It will be of note in the following section that the limiting contribution (2.20),ch aracterist ic of type II supercond uctivity comes
(2 . 9) .
.
. 1 y f rom t h e F 2 ~ 2 term ~n
ent~re
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Equations (2.16) and (2.20) provide the key for distinguishing
between the varieties of superconductors.
increases the total energy for eq.

As the amount of flux

(2.16) type I superconductor·

increases at most linearly with the flux (n) •
result of the variational procedures.
estimates for

This is a rigorous

If we trust the energy
we

including non-leading terms (e.g.

n~l

find
(2. 21)
In type I superconductors, therefore, vortices tend to coalesce into macroscopic regions of magnetic field.
each other [8].

Vortices attract

(In particle language we can think of the dominance

of scalar, attractive forces over repulsive vector ones since

A very different behavior emerges for type II superconductors.
Equation (2.20) implies that the energy of a multi-flux (n>ll
vortex is larger than that of n single flux lines.
flux configuration is n single flux lines

[8,9].

The stable n
The energetics

translates, in force language, to repulsive forces between type II
From the viewpoint of the particle spectrum in the Higgs

vortices.

~<<mH

model,

means

vector particle exchange forces, which can

be repulsive, will dominate over scalar forces.
The transition between the two types of superconductors takes
A=~,

place when

1<

2

_

~

which as determined by (2.15), is

= 1

or

KGL =

12/3

(2. 22)

e

This is to be compared to the exact result KGL=1//2 from which
it differs by 15%.

This accuracy gives us confidence that the crude
-10-

trial function s (2.13) lead to results which are,at least,se miquantit atively reliable .

This accuracy is typical of our results

For K<l (see (2.22)) the medium is type I, for K>l it is

[10].

type II.
III.

Confined mm Systems in Type I and Type II Superco nductors :
Bags and Strings
The associa tion of string models with vortex lines in type II

superco nductor s is well-kno wn since the classic work of Nielsen
Let us therefo re explore the bag model in the

and Olesen [11].

language of the theory of Higgs-G inzburg and Landau (HGL) for
superco nductiv ity.

Since we have discusse d only vortex lines we

conside r the cylindr ical bag which results with widely separate d
mm [5].

The bag model has a uniform distribu tion of magneti c field

spread over a complet ely "normal" perturb ative vacuum (.p.:o) ending
abruptly at a sharp boundar y.

The correspo nding test function s

would then be
F(p)

<P(p)

=

2 2
(l-p /A l

p<~

=

0

p>A

=

0

p<~

=

<P 0

(3 .1)

p>A

The origina l bag model neglecte d the surface energy, which
2
appears in (2.9) as (,P') , coming from the (assumed ) small region
near pzA where

<P

goes from 0 to .p 0

•

This surface term, which

would actually dominat e if (2.9) is the correct express ion for the
bag energy, has been incorpo rated into the MIT bag [2] model, and
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is the sole contribution to the SLAC bag model [12].

With

the F 2 ~ 2 term makes no contribution to the energy and ~

(3.1)

= A·

It is straightforward to see that (3.1 ) does not minimize
(2.9)

(for any physically imperative

from 0 to

~

0)

~

smoothing of the

and that (2.13) is a superior solution.

transition

It also

appears that the bag model is (with surface energy) a better
approximation to the type I vortex than to the type II.

The major
2 2
component of energy in type II vortices (2.20) comes from the F $
term, which contributes little to the type I vortex (K<<ll .

Further,type I superconductors have a tendency to equilibrate
~

the values of

and At whereas type II vortices readily

develope two distinct regions.
A/~

This can be seen from the ratio

evaluated in the two situations
1
11

~

I

I

= (~)3

(3.2)

II

Because of the small fractional power, A and
comparable for all but extreme values of ~

~

(K 1 1 3 <<l)

will be
in type

I superconductors.
The strongest clue for the tendency of bags to prefer
type I

media

comes from a comparison of the diameter of a

m) embedded in a material

flux tube (widely separated m and

which is gradually changed from one type to the other.
of our three parameters (e,g,¢ 0
transition.

)

Two

must be fixed as we make the

The natural choice is to hold fixed the monopole

charge or amount of flux, measured by 1/e.

A physically

important and well measured parameter is the linear energy
-12-

density of the vortex.
1

tension

2'1fa'

This is equivalent to the string

or the universal Regge slope a' and should be

fixed as the medium changes so as to keep the known physics
constant.

From (2 .16) and (2. 20) we have (n=l)
1

=

2'1fa'

I

=

(3. 3 )

The nature of the medium is altered by
Starting

in a type I medium

II (KII>>ll by increasing g.

changing

"K.

(~ <<1) we go over to a type
I

As we do so the dimensions

characteristic of the type I vortex (2.15) shrink, and it
approaches the ideal (zero thickness
diameter

) string limit.

The

of the type I flux tube is

=

(3. 4)

while that of the type II flux tube is

(3. 5)

implying

(3. 6)

which for KI <<1 and K'II>l is much larger than 1. We thus see how the
width of the flux tube decreases as we change
from type I to type II.
dimension

~II'

the material

The core of the tube which has

and carries the major contributions to E

also continues to shrink as g increases (2.19)
-13-

The implications

of this for a non-asympto tic separation of m and
schematicall y in fig. 3.
I material, with a

An

·mm

separation~!;.

mis

illustrated

is shown in fig.3a in a type
The nature of the medium is

changed, keeping a' and the monopole charge fixed, to a type
II medium.

The spatial extension of both the magnetic field

and the perturbative

vacuum contract with the result 3b.

The characterist ic transverse distances have shrunk and a bag
like configuratio n

has been converted into a string like one.

A proper study of an
require

mm

in a superconduct or

would

extension of the HGL theory to include sources.

We

know of only one such, numerical study, over a limited range of
values of K[l3].

Our analytic study of the vortex tube can,

however, give us qualitative insight into the patterns to be
expected.
For an

mm

pair embedded in a superconduct or we have

four relevant distance scales.

Three of these faT,A,!; are

characterist ic of the medium, while the fourth we denote r
is the

mm

separation.

/aT

is the

incremental extension of

the vortex as we climb a Regge trajectory.Ifl aT>>·A,!;
string limit is applicable.

For /aT <<A,!;

the

we expect the

string limit to be reached only asymptotica lly.

Empirically hadronic

sizes are "" /aT.
For the exploration of hadronic properties for various
values of A,!;, we study the static potential of heavy monopoles. When
r>>·A,!; the unversal
When r<<·A

flux tube dictates a linear potential.

the magnetic field is essentially oblivious to the

-14-

existence of the superconductor and is given by the standard
The magnetic field energy no longer contributes

dipole form •

to the linear potential, but rather establishes a Coulomb
r<<~

When

interaction.

the major contribution

to the linear

part of the potential disappears and a contribution proportional
to r

3

.

When

(volume) appears.

r<<Ar~r

the Coulomb interaction

is the only relevant one.
N

The interesting intermediate cases are
and ~<<r<<A

A<<r<<~

for K<<l

for k>>l. The first case, for type I materials

has a non-dominant linear potential piece from the magnetic
field energy which is still concentrated in a thin tube between
The bulk of the linear vortex energy is replaced

the monopoles.

by an r 3 volume term.
For

~<<r<<A

There is no Coulomb term.

the potential has both a Coulomb piece and
tube (of diameter

a linear piece coming from the

of perturbative vacuum running between the monopoles.
region, for type II materials, the

v

1

=-

r,

~)

In this

well known Cornell Ansatz

for the potential is valid.

The ·miil

2m~'

energy is actually falling somewhat faster with decreasing r
than implied by
the contribution
the r

~n

li/~

1 r term since the energy density is losing
2rra.'

from the magnetic field energy.

implied to become r

~n

(r/~.)

(We expect

Thus we expect fits

utilizing the Cornell Ansatz to produce a value for the
1
phenomenological string tension - - , somewhat larger than
2rra.'
that implied by using values of a.' obtained from truely
-15-

asymptotic behavior such as from Regge trajectories.
in fact what is observed [14].
automatically provides

this

The Richardson

This is

[IS] potential

type of interpolation.

Can we, from our knowledge of the actual qq potential,
derive limits on the values of A and

~?

The heavy qq potential

has been determined [16] for ~ (GeV) -l .$ r
is no question but that

:S

~must

There

for r ~ 5 (GeV) -l strong deviations from

the asymptotic linear potential are present.
one of A, and

5 (GeV) -l.

be "'> S(GeV) -1 •

For r

~

Therefore at least
2{GeV) -1. the

potential is dropping off faster than can be explained by the
total

disappearance

of the

r

linear term. A Coulomb
21Ta'
> 2 {GeV) -l.
component must be present at these distances, A ,..,
The foregoing is not su,fficientJ.y prec.ise:.:to_.di;sting uish.
between a type I or type II superconducting vacuum

The success

of the Cornell potential speaks in favor of a type II vacuum,
but this potential is hardly unique. Similarly the precocity
of linearly rising Regge trajectories and the existence of a hard
core repulsive potential between nucleons seem to favor. a type
II vacuum.

This evidence too is suggestive, but hardly conclusive.

Bag models have repulsive cores because of quark-quark interactions
which we have completely neglected.

Although linear Regge

trajectories are expected asymptotically in bag (and type I)
models we do not understand them
when

such behavior sets in.

more likely to live

sufficiently well to predict

Our own prejudice is that we are

in a type II vacuum.

-16-

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the structure of vortices in type I and
type II superconduct ors and extrapolated this information to
learn something about monopole-ant i--monopole bound states
The existence of a vortex and hence a

in such environments .

string or tube connecting the widely separated m and m is a
characterist ic property of any type of superconduct or or any
medium describable

Consequently ,

by a Higgs, Ginzburg, Landau model.

linear confining. potent;ial.s_ and- as.y:mptotica lly linearly rising Regge
trajectories are expected.[l7 ].

At sufficiently small separations,

smaller then typical length scales of the medium G\, f;) , the :miil
interactions should be dominated by Coulombic forces.

Since these

three properties are widely accepted properties of QCD confinement
that quarks find themselves

we find strong support for the idea

in a chromomagne tic superconduct ing vacuum.
If we construct

mode~

will be more apt if the
A

string

environments .

rnm

for rnffi

confinement a bag model

are embedded in type I materials.

model seems more appropariate for type II
This is because, for given monopole charge and
l_ ,
___

fixed asymptotic string tension

the

rnm

system will

2rra'

be thicker, or fatter in type I mac~rials and hence more three
dimensional

The relation A":::!

F,;

is more likely to be approximated

in a type I material and the energy contribution of the

F 2 ~ 2 term

in equation (2.9), which is neglected in bag models, is of much
less significance in type I than type II.
The distinction between the two types of superconduct ors

-17-

is subtle and we cannot determine which type better corresponds
to

the QCD vacuum.

The coexistence for 10 years of string and

bag models is an indication of the difficulty of making
distinctions.

What is of most importance is that the super-

conductivity analogy is pertinent and fruitful.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 The Ansatz (2.13) for the function F, and the magnetic
field H inside the vortex.
Fig. 2

The order parameter $ inside the vortex.

Fig. 3

Static configura tion for an

{i!J_) type I supercond uctor.

rom

embedded in a moderate

The miii separatio n is~~.

Horizonta l lines indicate regions of non-zero H,
vertical lines indicate regions of non-super conductiv ity.
Fig. 4

The same situation as 3

except that the nature of the

medium has been changed by altering

K,

so

K~

The configura tion looks much more stringlik e.
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